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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, it has been clearly demonstrated that the

composition of the very near surface (-100nm) of plasma-interactive

components plays a determinant role in most processes which occur in the

plasma-edge of Tokamaks. Twovery successful techniques to effect control of

the plasma-wall interaction are (I) in situ deposition of amorphous carbon or
boron-carbon films and (2) the use of He/C conditioning discharges or He glow

discharge cleaning to modify the near surface of bulk graphite components.
We have deposited boronized layers onto Si using plasma-assisted CVD and

sputter deposition. The PCVD deposition conditions were as close as possible ....
to those used in TFTR, and some films deposited in TFTR have also been

studied. Using these two deposition techniques, BxCHy films have been
produced with x varying from 1/2 - 4, and y from -I (sputtered) to -3 (PCVD).

Most films also contained significant amounts of O. Thermal and ion-induced

release of H-isotopes from BC films is qualitatively similar to that measured

for graphite. Implanted H saturates in these films at a H/host atom ratio of

0.7 which is considerably higher than that of graphite (-0.4). As-deposited

PCVD films are already saturated with H, while sputtered films are not.

Sputtered BC films therefore possess an i_lerent H-pumping capability which

could prove to be extremely beneficial to TFTR.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between the plasma and the plasma-facing components

(PFCs) of the tokamak first-wall may prove to be the critical limiting factor

in the operation of present-day machines, as well as in the design of future

magnetic-confinement fusion energy (MFE) devices. Processes such as H-isotope

pumping/recycling/exchange, impurity pumping/generation, and component

degradation have a direct impact on the quality of plasmas confined in current

MFE devices. The advantageous control of many of these issues will be

required for the next generation of devices to succeed in the thermonuclear

ignition of a DT plasma.

The ideal material for plasma-facing components in a tokamak fusion

reactor would have the following properties' i) low atomic number and/or

plasma-erosion rate to minimize both plasma dilution and radiative power

losses; 2) the capacity to pump (release) H-isotopes during (between)

discharges; 3) an ability to trap and hold plasma-impurities such as oxygen;

4) low outgassing times to reduce costly conditioning periods following vacuum

losses; 5) a regeneration capability to expedite repairs to regions damaged by

the plasma; 6) the ability to survive the harsh plasma-edge conditions (e.g.

high melting point, thermal shock resistance, immunity to neutron damage,

etc.); and 7) easily fabricable, relatively inexpensive and easy/safe to

handle. While finding such a material would seem to be a nearly impossible

quest, in the past two years amorphous boron-carbon-hydrogen (a-BC'H) coatings

formed by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PCVD) have been shown,

both in the laboratory and tokamaks, to possess many of the attributes listed

above [i-4].

At the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) located at the Princeton Plasma

Physics Laboratory, in-siCu plasma-assisted CVD of thin a-BC'H films [3] is
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being combined with He/C (i.e. supershot) conditioning discharges and Ile glow-

discharge cleaning (GDC). The post-deposition conditioning is being done in

order to modify the near surface of plasma-facing components through ion-

induced H-isotope removal [5,6] in an attempt to improve plasma performance to

levels required for DT-fusion breakeven.

In order to understand these results and obtain optimal use of boronized

films in TFTR, a detailed understanding is required of the filmts initial

stoichiometry, particularly H-isotope content, and how this composition

changes upon conditioning and plasma exposure. To address these issues, we

have deposited a-BC:H films using both plasma-assisted CVD and sputtering

techniques. In this paper we will outline the properties of both PCVD and

sputter deposited (SPD) thin films with emphasis on the latteres possible

impact on improving performance in TFTR. Laboratory measurements of the as-

deposited stoichiometry, the effects thereon of thermal annealing and

conditioning by exposure to low-energy He ions, and measurements of the

capacity of these materials to pump and trap H-isotopes will be correlated

with the observations made on TFTR (and other tokamaks) following the use of

PCVD deposited a-BC:H films. In addition, we will discuss some of the future

research opportunities created by our present results, particularly the

development of in-situ sputter deposition of a-BC:H films in TFTR using probe-

induced boron blooms.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Deposition of a-BC:H films

Thin films of a-BC:H were deposited on Si substrates using two different

techniques: PCVD and Ar sputtering of boron carbide/carbon targets. Ali
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films, both PCVD and SPD films, were formed at or near room temperature

(T<40°C).

The PCVD deposition conditions were chosen to emulate as closely as

.....possible those originally used on TFTR -Gas' 10% B2H6, 10% CH4, 80% He;

pressure' i00 mtorr; flow' 3 sccm; temperature' 38C; RF power' 0.4 W/cm 2. The

deposition rate was -.01 nm/s. Films varying from -15 to -80nm were deposited

in this manner.

Sputter deposition was performed in a magnetron sputter system. In order

to produce sample films with varying B/C ratios, half of the sputter cathode

surface was covered with polycrystalline B4C, the other half with pure carbon

(Papyex). Additional films were created using a pure B4C sputter target.

Deposition parameters were' base pressure' 4xlO'7torr; flow' 56 sccm Ar;

deposition pressure' 1.5xlO-6torr; RF power' -ikW; bias" -700V; current' I-2A.

The approximate deposition rate was 0.I nm/s.

Originally, no attempt was made to avoid exposure of the prepared films

to the atmosphere prior to analysis and/or subsequent experimentation. In

this manner it was discovered that exposure to atmospheric water vapor caused

severe stress and rapidly destroyed large areas (several cm 2) of the original

samples. Sectioning the sample films and storing in a desiccator increased

film life to the order of months. The specific effects of atmospheric

exposure on sample composition have not yet been quantified.

B. Analysis and chazacterizatlon of deposited films

Following deposition, the composition of a-BC:H films deposited by the

two different techniques were measured using ion beam analysis (IBA)

techniques. He+ elastic recoil detection (ERD) at 2.7 MeV was used to detect

H-isotopes, and 3.7 MeV He+ nuclear-enhanced backscattering spectrometry (BS)
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was used for the detection of B,C,O and other impurities. Elemental area].
b

densities were determined through the use of calibLated standards. Minimum

analysis beam fluences (0.I to 0.3#C) consistent with desirable counting

statistics (~±3%) were employed in order to reduce the possibility of

systematic errors resulting from release of hydrogen from the samples by the

analysis beams. Tests on other samples showed that these analysis fluences

did not release significant amounts of hydrogen.

Further characterizations of selected films were performed using

profilometry, lR-spectroscopy, ellipsometry, I-V measurements, and both

optical and electron microscopy.

C. H isotope exchange and saturation

Experiments to determine the hydrogen saturation levels and isotope

exchange behavior of the sputter deposited a-BC:H films were also performed.

H saturation concentrations and isotope exchange behavior were examined by

implanting 2 kev D2 + ions into the films, while periodically monitoring the

hydrogen and deuterium areal densities with 2.4 MeV 4He ERD. These

measurements were performed in the same vacuum chamber without exposing the

sample to air. The energy lost by the 2.4 MeV 4He analysis ions in the

implantation zone created concern that the enhanced scattering resonance for

D(4He,D)4He at 2.14 MeV could distort the ERD data for the high implant

fluences (>2.5xlO17/cm2). The samples were therefore transported (in

atmosphere) to another chamber and the final post-implant hydrogen isotope

areal densities measured with higher-energy 4He ERD at 2.7 MeV. These data

agreed with the 2.4 MeV ERD deuterium data for films of B/C ratio I, but not

for the more boron-rich films. In the latter cases the 2.7 MeV ERD data was

used to determine H saturation concentrations. In all but one case the
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measurement of protium in the samples at the two different energies was

identical within statistics, This discrepancy was most likely the result of

atmospheric exposure. 3.7 MeV RBS analysis of the films following

implantation showed that boron was lost from the films during the implants,

D. Ion-induced release of H

The ion-induced release of hydrogen from sputtered a-BC:H films was

cha£acterized in the same system used for the saturation studies. Saturated

implants of 900 eV D3+ (300 eV/D) to areal densities of -SxlO 16 D/cm 2 were

made into several samples using a Colutron implanter. The same implanter was

then used to further implant 600 eV He + , 1.2 kev He+ , or 3keV C+ into a sample

previously implanted with deuterium. These particular ion species and

energies were chosen both to simulate TFTR wall conditions during low-density

helium plasma conditioning [5], and to reproduce the methods used in an

earlier study performed on carbon [7]. The initial stoichiometry of the

samples was identical, with a B/C ratio of 2 prior to implantation.

Significant boron was lost during the D implants leaving films with a B/C

ratio of I. D(3He+,p) nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) at 700 keV incident

beam energy was used to measure the deuterium retained in the samples.

Implant fluences of He and C reached 1018 D/cm 2. NRA measurements were made

prior to implantation and at several fluence intervals.

The composition of a laboratory-prepared PCVD a-BC:H film was measured,

both prior and subsequent to exposure in a 300eV He glow discharge, with

2.4MEV 4He ERD and iMeV 4He RBS. The initial B/C ratio of the film was -1.6.

Total exposure fluence was 2.5xi017 He/cm 2.

E. Thermal release of H
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The effect of annealing, both in vacuum and in atmosphere, on sputter

deposited films (B/C ratio=2) was also measured with ion beam analysis

techniques. In-vacuum film samples were attached to a heating stage in an

analysis chamber on the Sandia EN tandem Van de Graaff Tandem accelerator.

The temperature was increased at a constant rate from room temperature to

approximately 770°C; the limit of the heater. Hydrogen areal density in the

sample was monitored every 50°C with 2.7 MeV 4He ERD. Trial runs at fixed

temperature indicated that hydrogen release from these samples due to the

analysis beam was inconsequential, Following the anneal the sample was cooled

to near room temperature (50°C) and 3.7 MeV 4He RBS was used to measure the

boron and carbon areal densities in the sample prior to removal from the

vacuum chamber.

Ex-vacuo thermal release of deuterium was measured by attaching a

deuterium-implanted sample (300eV D, 8x1016 D/cm 2) to a small, copper sample-

holder and heating the holder resistively. Anneals of i0 minutes were

performed every 50°C from room temperature to 450°C; again the limit of the

heating system. D areal density was measured during the final minute of each

anneal with Sandia's external D(3He,p) nuclear reaction analysis system (X-

NRA) [8]. A thermocouple attached to the side of the sample was used to

measure sample temperature during ali the anneals.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A, Composition and characteristics of deposited films

I, PCVD a-BC:H films

Analyses of the PCVD boronized films using ion'beam analysis,

profilometry, lr-spectrometry, ellipsometry, I-V measurements, and both high

resolution optical and electron microscopy have resulted in the following
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determinations -- average atomic composition: 13% C, 25% B, 53% H, 9% O (see

Fig. I); density: -1.78 g/cre3, resistivity: i0II ohm-cre; refractive index:

1.8. The color of the films varied with thickness in a fashion quite similar

to that observed for hydrogenated amorphous C films [9] (deep blue at -800nm,

steel gray at ~15nm).

The films blistered and lost H when exposed to water vapor, indicating

that the as-deposited H-content may have been even higher than 53% and that

some of the 9% oxygen could have resulted from environmental contamination.

The stability of the films was poor; separation from the substrate and film

loss occurred following relatively short-term (< I month) exposure to

atmosphere, lt has been shown [2,4] that the stability and H content of a-

BC:H (or a-B:H) PCVD films can be improved (i.e. greater stability, much lower

H content) to a significant degree using different deposition parameters, such

as increased substrate temperature (_320°C). However the main object of this

experiment was to provide information about the initial PCVD depositions in

TFTR, thus the deposition parameters were not optimal but were characteristic

of the conditions present at the wall of TFTR during boronization.

The a-BC:H films produced in the laboratory by PCVD and those produced

during the initial deposition in TFTR have similar densities and total

hydrogen-isotope content (Figure I). (This suggests the need for better vacuum

in the laboratory system.) The B/C ratios are reversed however, with the TFTR

films containing twice as much carbon as boron and the lab films have oxygen

present. Deuterium is present in the TFTR films indicating that some

interaction with the graphite wall (which contains deuterium) of the tokamak

is occurring during film deposition. TFTR has subsequently reduced the amount

of methane (from 10% to 2%) in its deposition gas in an attempt to reduce the
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carbon content in the deposited films. Preliminary results indicate that

films with B/C ratios close to 2 have been obtained [3],

2. Sputtered deposited BC films

Identical IBA techniques were employed in the analysis of the sputter

deposited a-BC:H films. As depicted in the bar charts of Fig. I, the boron to

carbon ratios ranged from I:i to almost 4:1, the highest ratios stemming from

sputtering the polycrystalline B4C target. The mixed B4C/C targets produced

B:C ratios in the I:I to 2:1 range. Surprisingly, neither extremely boron-

rich nor boron-poor films were produced by sputtering the mixed target as was

originally expected. Oxygen content of these SPD films was approximately

twice as high as in the PCVD films at 17%. Hydrogen content however was twice

as low at -25%. Note in Figure i that tl'eO and H contents of the a-BC:H film

produced by sputtering pure polycrystalline B4C are both extremely low (-5%).

The high amount of O in the mixed target films is an indication of the

excellent gettering properties of a-BC:H films which have also been observed

on TFTR [3]. Film color indicated thicknesses of ~lOOnm, which matches the

targ_,t deposition for the sputter program.

The SPD films exhibited better stability in air than the PCVD films and

adhered to the substrate several times longer before deteriorating. The

increased stability (both in air and during IBA), the low initial hydrogen to

host atom ratio in the SPD films, and the results (which will be discussed

later) of ion-induced release experiments on the PCVD films, created great

interest in the possible use of sputtered a-BC:H films as alternatives to PCVD

films in TFTR.

B. H saturation and isotope exchange
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Figure 2 shows the hydrogen saturation concentrations of several a-BC:H

samples plotted, along with those of carbon, boron and polycrystalline B4C

measured in a previous study [i0], against proportion of boron in the sample.

As mentioned above the B-content of the SPD films with B/C-2 reduced during D-

implantation, and this is reflected by the arrows between two sets of data in

the figure. Clearly the H saturation concentration of sputtered (and TFTR's

PCVD) a-BC:H films is 50% higher than for pure carbon at 0.7 H/host. This

fact, combiued with the lower initial H concentration of sputtered films

suggests that a first wall coating of sputtered a-BC:H films would pump H more

efficiently than the PCVD a-BC:H films now used in TFTR. indeed, the PCVD a-

BC:H films deposited on the heated walls of TEXTOR with very low initial H

concentrations do exhibit superior H pumping capacities [I]. The beneficial

benefit of elevated substrate temperature (a320°C) on the hydrogen saturation

and recycling characteristics have been clearly demonstrated by Veprek [2] and

the TEXTOR results [I]. Ur-ortunately, heating the walls of TFTR above -100°C

is not possible, therefore, we are seeking methods for depositing relatively

hydrogen-free a-BC:H films at room temperature.

The lab-prepared PCVD films were saturated as deposited at extremely high

H concentrations; clearly unsuitable for use as first wall coatings. Studies

of the properties of pure boron PCVD coatings by Toyoda et al.[4,11] indicate

that we may acheive better results using different deposition parameters such

as increased gas flow rate and decreased power. These investigations are now

underway.

C, Ion-Induced release of H in a-BC:H films

i. PCVD a-BC:H films
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The PCVD sample exposed to the He glow discharge released hydrogen, boron

and carbon in substantial quantities, Table I shows the boron, carbon and

hydrogen areal densities before and after the exposure, as well as the removal

rate for each element. Boron was removed from the film at the highest rate,

resulting in a final B/C ratio of nearly I. Approximately half of the film

was removed by exposure. These release rates are more than an order of

magnitude higher than theoretical sputter rates calculated with TRIM- 87112].

These results reflect the poor stability of these films, which also

suffered strong hydrogen and boron release during 24MEV Si ERD ion-beam

analysis, The weak release of hydrogen compared to bo_on indicates that He

glow is not very effective in removing H from these films. However, the

results may show that He glows could be an effective method for removal of

these films from the walls of TFTR. This could have important applications

for the control of tritium inventory in the machine during the future DT

operating campaign. Additionally, it has been seen in TEXTOR [I] that thick

i

(_40#m) a BC'H films tend to peel away from the substrate, and should be

periodically removed to avoid excessive buildup. We should mention that the

films deposited in TFTR have not demonstrated as high a degree of instability

in atmosphere as have the laboratory prepared PCVD films and therefore may not

prove to be as efficiently removed by He glow discharge cleaning.

2. Sputtered deposited a-BC'H films

The low energy ion bombardment of the films following implantation did

not appear to release additional boron or carbon atoms, but did release

considerable amounts of deuterium. The results of this experiment are shown

in Figure 3 along with those from a previous study [7] of low energy ion-

induced release in carbon. The data from the two studies are compared with

the model developed to describe the release behavior in carbon [7,13]. The

III........ III II-
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model includes depth dependent detrapping, diffusion of the hydrogen Jn the

sample, and retrapping of hydrogen. The peak detrapping cross section and

retrapping parameter [see ref, 7] were varied to fit the data sets in figure

3, The two sets of data are very similar. The a-BC:H data can be fit by the

model using the same retrapping parameter as for carbon but with slightly

lower peak (initial) cross sections [see insets fig.3], lt can be seen in

figure 3 that the rel_ase data for sputtered a-BC:H films deviates at higher

fluences from that predicted by the model, This phenomenon is not presently

understood but may indicate that deuterium is diffusing away from the

implantation zone to depths beyond the range of releasing ions, but still

within the range of the analysis beam, Although the details of the process

are not understood it seems clear that the hydrogen release characteristics of

sputtered a-BC:H films are similar to those of carbon with the former

releasing slightly less total H. Experience at TFTR with PCVD boronized films

appears to support the conclusion that their H release mechanisms are similar

to those of carbon. The high H content of their films however leads to higher

H release and a lower D/H ratio in the plasma [3].

D. Thermal release of H

Figure 4 plots the retention of hydrogen (deuterium in the in-air anneal)

as a function of anneal temperature for one Sandia-PCVD and two different SPD

a-BC:H film samples. Originally both SPD films were deposited with a B/C

ratio of 2 but the film annealed in air had this reduced to -I B/C by D

implantation (to a fluence of 2x1017 D/cm2). The in-vacuum annealed SPD film

also lost approximately half its boron during the anneal. Oxygen and carbon

content remained the same. The release data shown in Figure 4 indicates that

the thermal release of hydrogen occurs over a wide range, implying a
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distribution of trap energies. The data has been fit with a trap-limited

release model which assumes a Gaussian distribution of flaps characterized by

two parameters: the mean trap energy and its standard deviation. This model

was: used previously to describe the thermal release of implanted deuterium in

TiC: and G: II4]i. Figure 4a displays the data (symbols) and theoretical release

values (curves). The theoretical curves shown are fits of the model to the

data. Mean H trap energies of 3.3±0.5eV for the SPD film and 2.4±0.7eV for

the PCVD film were determined from the model. The mean trap energy for

deuterium in the SPD film is calculated to be only 1.8±0.5eV. lt is likely

that the release of deuterium from the film during an in-air anneal is

accomplished by a different =_ chanism than during vacuum anneals (see below).

Fig. 4b shows a comparison of the a-BC:H data to data taken from previous work

wi_h carbonIl4,15]i. There is no clear agreement among the data for

nonsaturated carbon, saturated carbon, the PC_D a-BC:H film and the SPD a-BC:H

fil_ although the SPD fi!_ and the saturated carbon display similar behavior

up to -500°_C. The mean binding energies calculated by Doyle et al.j141 for

saturated and nonsaturated carbon are 2.9±0.5 and 3.6±0.7, respectively.

These values do straddle that determined for the SPD a-BC:H film and overlap

the value for the PCVD film. lt can be seen from fig. 5b that sputtered a-

BC:H films release the majority of their H in narrower temperature range

(between 600-800_C) than does either carbon or PCVD a-BC:H films, lt is

possible that the boron loss from the film occurred at -700°C, with a

concurrent loss of hydrogen. We can draw no firm conclusion concerning the

similarity of the H release mechanisms of a-BC:H films and carbon.

There is very close agreement however between the release data for

saturated carbon and the SPD a-BC:H film annealed in air. This is a further

indication that a different release mechanism is occurring during in-air
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anneals, lt has been suggested that isotopic exchange with water present in

the air may be responsible for this release of deuteri_n [15].

lt appears from the data that hydrogen would be completely released from

these a-BC'H films at a lower temperature than from carbon films. While this

may not be a factor in TFTR _ith its unheated walls, it would be a factor for

consideration in future high-temperature fusion machines. Additionally,

sputtered a-BC:H films lose some boron during annealing to 770°C. This could

be a potential source of plasma contamination from high heat flux areas on the

inner bumper limiter of TFTR.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Sputtered a-BC'H films have been prepared which exhibit the general

properties that make these films attractive as first-wall coatings in Tokamaks

(i.e. low Z, fairly stable, good oxygen getters). In addition, sputter

deposited films have much lower initial hydrogen content than the TFTR PCVD

films. Coupled with the high H saturation values of 0.TH/host-atom this fact

implies an extraordinarily high-H pumping capacity for sputtered a-BC:P films.

Figure 5 displays the advantage sputtered films have over the current PCVD

films being deposited in TFTR (and a-C:H films) in terms of pumping capacity

in units of both H isotope areal density and pumping capacity of the inner

bumper limiter (BL) of TFTR (active area assumed to be 6.7 m2). As deposited,

the PCVD films provide no pumping ability. In order to create the pumping

wall needed for supershots in TFTR, low energy discharge conditioning is

required to remove hydrogen from the film (figure 5 arrows). Unfortunately,

before the films acquire a pumping capacity equal to that of as deposited SPD

films, they are removed from the bumper limiter of TFTR [3] by plasma erosion.

If a-BC:H films with low initial H concentrations can be deposited in TFTR,
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conditioning may not be necessary (or at least limited), the full bel,efit of

a-BC'H films may be realized (i.e., lower effective Z and less radiative power

loss due to the reduction of carbon in the plasma), and the "supershot"

conditions necessary for breakeven reached. A program is underway to study

the feasibility and effectiveness of using the plasma in T_fR to induce boron-

rich blooms (via sputtering and sublimation) from a boron/carbon probe in

order to deposit in-situ, hydrogen-poor boron coatings on the inner bumper

limiter via [16].
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Table Captions

I. Ion-induced release in a prepared PCVD film. Sample was bombarded

with 300 eV He to a fluence of 2.5xi0 i7 He/cm 2 from a glow discharge.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I. Composition of a-BC:H films as formed by sputter or PCVD deposition on

Si substrates. Films have been made with B/C ratios ranging from i to

4. Note that the sputtered films contain less H.

2. H saturation in a-BC:H films compared with boron, carbon, and

polycrystalline B4C. H saturation in a-BC films is -50_ greater than

in carbon.

3. Ion-induced release of deuterium from implanted a-BC:H (open symbols)

compared with prior release data [see ref. 7] from implanted carbon

(closed symbols). Curves represent fits to the Wampler/Meyer model

[ref. 7].

4. Thermal release of H from a-BC:H films during isochronal anneals. (a)

data (symbols) and theoretical fits (curves) to Doyle's trap-limited

release model [see ref.14], (b) comparison of a-BC:H thermal release

data with release data from carbon [ref.14].

5. Pumping capacity of a-BC:H and a-C'H films covering the inner bumper

limiter of TFTR as a function of initial H/host ratio for a 200 eV

plasma energy. Arrows indicate the effect of "supershot" conditioning

upon the pumping capacity.
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Table i

BEFORE AFTER ATOMS REMOVED PER He

(1017 atoms/cm 2)

H 1,7 1.0 0,3

B 1,6 0,65 0,4

O 1.0 0,42 0,2
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